
IT Investments to Boost Corporate Value
The Canon MJ Group has strategically shifted its IT investment approach away 

from a focus on increasing productivity by better visualizing its operations and 

reinforcing management toward one of pursuing business growth by enhancing 

customer experience and bolstering competitiveness. We also aim to leverage 

the experience and performance amassed from IT investments to cultivate IT 

solutions and improve corporate value. 

Reason for Adopting IT Governance
The Canon MJ Group adopted IT governance in view of the importance of IT-

based corporate management, complementing existing efforts to bolster 

corporate governance and sustainably increase corporate value. 
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Group IT Governance
The Canon MJ Group set up a process to formulate IT strategies, 

implement IT investments, and use IT to enhance corporate value. The 

Group created an IT investment management system to oversee IT 

activities, results, and people concerned, and optimize the benefits of IT 

investments while lowering their risks. 

IT Governance Focuses 

• IT Strategy Formulation
The Canon MJ Group’s business segments draw up three-year management 

plans linked to the long-term management objectives, as part of which the IT 

Department formulates Group IT strategies. The IT Department serves as a 

hub for the Management Planning Department and business segments, putting 

together and prioritizing the required IT measures and driving the formulation 

of Group IT strategies. 

• IT Investment Management
The Management Committee oversees two IT investment assessment 

committees that approve and evaluate investments. These are the Business 

Investment Assessment Committee, which focuses on operational growth, and 

the Internal Operations IT Investment Assessment Committee, which seeks to 

increase productivity. This setup enables us to start small with strategic 

investments and then grow them. 

• IT Investment Implementation
As well as conducting reviews at each stage, such as creating systems 

concepts and planning and building systems, we have drawn on expertise 

amassed through the business of Group firm Canon IT Solutions Inc. to set up 

a system to comply with quality, cost, and delivery requirements. 

• IT Use
After deploying systems, IT investment assessment committees report the 

assessment of return on investment and collaborate with business divisions 

so that customers can benefit. The committee suggests improvements for 

investments that have not delivered intended returns, and implements plan–

do–check–act (PDCA) cycles to generate reliable returns.

• Future Initiatives
We will enhance the functionality and links between the formulation of IT 

strategies, IT investment management and implementation, and IT use and 

accelerate proactive IT investing. We will draw on such efforts to deepen our 

understanding of customers, enhance services that we can develop with them, 

and help resolve social issues while increasing corporate value.

CANON MJ GROUP MEASURES TO PROMOTE THE USE OF IT

The Canon MJ Group has formulated IT governance to further streamline IT investment management as well as maximize Group synergy. At the same time, the Group 

continues to make efforts to reduce IT-related costs.
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